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AND JOSIAS HELD THE
feast of the passover in Jerusalem unto his Lord, and offered the
passover the fourteenth day of the first month;
2 Having set the priests according to their daily course, being
arrayed in long garments, in the temple of the Lord.
3 And he spake unto the Levites, the holy ministers of Israel,
that they should hallow themselves unto the Lord, to set the
holy ark of the Lord in the house that king Solomon the son of
David had built:
4 And said, Ye shall no more bear the ark upon your shoulders:
now therefore serve the Lord your God, and minister unto his
people Israel, and prepare you after your families and kindreds,
According as David the king of Israel prescribed, and according
to the magnificence of Solomon his son: and standing in the
temple according to the several dignity of the families of you
the Levites, who minister in the presence of your brethren the
children of Israel,
6 Offer the passover in order, and make holy the eating for your
brothers, and keep the passover according to the commandment
of the Lord, which was given unto Moses.
7 And unto the people that was found there Jesus gave thirty
thousand lambs and kids, and three thousand calves: these things
were given of the king's allowance, according as he promised, to
the people, to the priests, and to the Levites.
8 And Helkas, Zacharias, and Syelus, the governors of the tem-
ple, gave to the priests for the passover two thousand and six
hundred sheep, and three hundred calves, these things were
given of the king's allowance, according as he promised, to
the people, to the priests, and to the Levites.
9 And Jeconias, and Samaias, and Nathanael his brother, and
Assanias, and Odelak, and Jesias, captains over thousands, gave
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The 50 Best Books of 1930
An Account of the Exhibition of the First Edition Club

The annual exhibition of the “fifty best books” arranged by the First Edition Club and recently exhibited at No. 17 Bedford Square, London, gains in interest and importance every summer. It represents to the printer what the Royal Agricultural Show does to the farmer, or the Horticultural Show to the gardener—the highest level of contemporary achievement in his particular trade. It should be, and no doubt it is, every printer’s ambition to find his name among the firms—this year there were twenty-nine firms responsible for the printing of the fifty books.

An exhibition of the best book printing done in any country during a given year is always of great importance, for one may gauge the culture and standards of any given period by finding out what it tolerates and admires in typography. But the present exhibition is vastly more important than a similar one would have been even a decade ago.

For this exhibition, chosen by a Selection Committee of experts, proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that a well-printed book is no longer thought of as a precious and expensive plaything of connoisseurs. The thing which makes the Fifty British Books of the year of vital interest to every reader and lover of books is the policy of the Selection Committee in taking into account, not only excellence of production and design, but the relation between appearance and price which can be called good value. It is a very unhealthy thing if the man with 7/6 to spend must put up with an ugly book while the rich man pays guineas for exquisite limited editions. Something has happened in the past ten years that has created a new and much healthier situation; for during that time the “Monotype” has brought the finest typography within reach of the average reader.

It is because of this universal interest in the exhibition, as well as for the lesson it has for every publisher and book printer, that we devote this article to a few statistics and facts about the fifty books which are to travel through this country and through the United States, as representative of the best British book production.

The selection was made by a jury of experts who awarded points in the following proportion. Out of a maximum of fifty marks, five were allowed to paper; ten to typographical design; ten to binding; ten to the relation to price; and fifteen to general impression. The purpose of the category, “relation to price,” was to bring the cheaper books on to a footing comparable with three-guinea volumes, which necessarily could afford more expensive paper and binding. “General impression” included all those subtle excellences of presswork, type, etc. that
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give a book consistency and "personality," through the work of a craftsmanly printer.

Of the fifty books, forty-four were set by "Monotype." The remaining six were set by hand—one in types cast on the "Monotype."

Doubtless, the first thing noticed by a visitor from another country would be that this was an exhibition of fine typography rather than of those extraneous (and costly) elements like illustration, decoration and fancy bindings which mean so much to the collector and so little to the reader. The general tendency was to use good typefaces, and make the most of them by means of clean press-work, good paper, and more studied margins and leading than were seen a few years ago. This interest in the type-face, which might be called the "soul" of the book, is only natural in England—the present home of fine type design—and the result is a more solid and bookish collection, less self-conscious and over-garnished, than any other country could assemble to-day. No fewer than ten of the fifty books—one out of every five—were set in "Monotype" Baskerville, the most English and the most luminously readable type-face in existence. How far we have come from the days when this matchless eighteenth-century type was handled in an arbitrary "period" style! It now lends itself graciously to as many different treatments as there are designers to use it from the stately *Apocrypha*, published by the Cresset Press,² to the comfortable simplity of the Cambridge University Press *Letters of Sir Joshua Reynolds*.³

"Monotype" Caslon Old Face might be expected to retain its popularity, but this year we find it bracketed for second place with "Monotype" Fournier, each being used in eight books. Fournier has now won its place as one of the most satisfactory book-faces of our times. It is crisp and brilliant without losing any of the grace of the Old Style, and its adaptability may be judged from a comparison of such books as *Conversations with George Moore*⁴ (published by Ernest Benn), the illustrated *Fride & Prejudice*⁵ (Peter Davies), and the new famous *Shakespeare* of the Nonesuch Press,⁶ "Monotype" Poliphilus was used for three books, including the enchanting *Nonesuch Walton*,⁷ and the *Apology of Socrates*⁸ of the Scholastis Press, in which latter it combined with "Monotype" New Hellenic Greek to form a monumental volume. Of the two in "Monotype" Plantin, the Nonesuch Press's complete *Donne*⁹ was decorated by unusual headpieces made up of ordinary "Monotype" rules. The fact that this book of 794 pages, beautifully printed and bound, could sell for 8/6, is indeed good news to those who think that fine printing should not be a luxury but the inherent right of every book lover. "Monotype" Garamond, a face with a strong but not wearisome personality, was twice used, once in an interesting book set by hand at the High House Press.

To the book printer there is special interest in the use of comparatively new faces, and in seeing how they are handled by the designers. "Monotype" Perpetua, for example, has until now been something of a "mystery" face, as specimens cannot be generally issued until all sizes of the roman and italic have been completed. But an advance showing of what may well be considered the most important development of modern type design appeared in the collection of essays by Mr. Eric Gill, the designer of the face (*Art Nonsense and Other Essays*, Cassell & Co., 21/-). "Monotype" Lutetia, another new arrival, makes a particularly magnificent debut in *The Legion Book*, printed and published by the Curwen Press, while "Monotype" Centaur and Arrighi are shown in *The Trained Printer and the Amateur*, a book having the double interest to collectors of being written by Mr. Alfred W. Pollard.
LAURENCE STERNE
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CHAPTER X

In the summer of nineteen hundred and eleven
Simon came home on long leave, which was
prolonged further as an epidemic of mumps had
broken out on board the battleship during his
absence, and it was considered undesirable by the
authorities for midshipmen who had not had the
disease to return until all danger of infection had
passed.
Thus he spent six or seven weeks at home during
the most beautiful weather that has been known in
England in the memory of man. The sun rose in a
deer blue sky, but the glorious heat was always
tempered by light breezes, which made sailing
possible. As the weeks went by, the whole aspect
of the English country changed, and for the first
time the landscape became painted with the brilliant
colours of the South. The leaves of oak and beech
thickened noticeably and took on the dark and
polished green of the beech, the cornfields were
splashed with vermilion in their gold, the fruit in the
orchards were gold and scarlet, while the fringing

Two pages from STATISTICAL MECHANICS, by R. H. Fowler, printed by the Cambridge University Press
A page from the Nonesuch Press, with "Monotype" rule ornaments, printed by William Brandon & Son.

IZAAK WALTON
THE COMPLEAT ANGLER
THE LIVES OF DONNE
WOTTON HOOKER HERBERT & SANDERSON
WITH LOVE AND TRUTH &
MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS
EDITED BY GEOFFREY KEYNES
ILLUSTRATIONS BY THOMAS POUHIN
AND CHARLES SIGALY

THE NONESUCH PRESS
1 GREAT JAMES STREET
BLOOMSBURY
1929

Two pages from the Compleat Walton (Nonesuch Press), printed by R. & R. Clark, Ltd.
and having been designed by the most famous of American typographers, Mr. Bruce Rogers. Published by ourselves, it constitutes the first showing of a type which is sure to be well represented in next year’s Fifty Books.

The books varied very much in size and shape, and no one style of imposition on the page was in marked predominance. Perhaps the most handsome pages were those which showed generous margins around and below the type. It is very difficult, as printers know, in imposing a small type-area on a comparatively large page, to hit the exactly beautiful position. Most books seem to err in clinging a little too close to the inside—as the rules direct—and this is dull; the opposite error, of verging too far to the outer edge of the page, is a worse one, for it gives a very flat appearance. The spacing between words was normal, with happy effects. The recent tendency to crowd words together like passengers in the evening tube is mercifully disappearing. Nor is there the insistence on “the solid page,” always easier to look at than to read; leading is now used as an aid to legibility, and with due relation to the length of the line and to the size and length of the descenders of the type.

The title-page offers the book-designer a wider scope for his invention than the text, where a curious design by constant repetition must soon appear unpleasant. The title-page is not limited in the same way by the “fatiguability” of the human eye, and the present exhibition showed, as usual, a wide divergence of styles. Some title-pages introduced colour, some borders, some ornaments, some rules; some leaned to large italic caps, and one—with no very fortunate result—printed the author’s name in lower-case italic at the very top of the title-page.

Below we give a list of the fifty books arranged by printers in alphabetical order, together with a list of all the type-faces used. Our readers are referred to the official catalogue for full details as to the production of each volume and the method of judging. In this connection it may be noted that twenty-five of the fifty British books are priced under a guinea, that fourteen were in the price group of ordinary commercial editions (7/6 to 15/-), and that six were actually published at prices under 7/6:

**THE FIFTY BEST BOOKS OF 1930**

**THE BAYNARD PRESS**

(33) *The Forbidden Zone*, by Mary Borden. 6/-. Monotype Imprint. Heinemann.

W. M. BRENDON & SON, LTD.


**BUTLER & TANNER, LTD.**

(6) *Tu Pu*, by Florence Ayscough. 21/-. Monotype Caslon Old Face. Cape.

BISHOP & GARRETT, LTD.


**CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS**

(A—as printers and publishers)


(B—for other publishers)

(10) *Tawdry Tale*, by the Marquis Curzon of Kedleston and H. Avey Tipping. 30/-. Monotype Caslon Old Face. Cape.

(11) *Art Nonsense and Other Essays*, by Eric Gill. 21/- Monotype Perpetua. Carrill.


R. CLAY & SONS, LTD.


**THE CURWEN PRESS**

(A—as printers and publishers)


(B—for other publishers)


(23) *Catalus Carmin*: The Poems of Catalus. 5 guineas. Monotype Baskerville, Davies.
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(49) Introduction to the Method of Leonardo da Vinci, by Paul Valery. 18/-. Monotype Baskerville. Rodier.

R. & R. CLARK, LTD.

(2) Conversations with George Moore. 10/-. Monotype Fournier and Scotch Roman. Bessen.
(13) Banalities and the Symbolists, by Peter Quennell. 7/6. Monotype Fournier. CIATTI & WINDUS.

DE LA MORE PRESS

(23) Selections from the English Poets, by Nicholas Coutez, 2/6. Monotype Caslon Old Face. DE LA MORE PRESS.

THE EDINBURGH PRESS

(38) The Life of the Devil, by Father Louis Coulanges. 15/-. Monotype Fournier. ESCOC.

THE FANFARE PRESS

(14) The Newcomes of Sir Walter Scott. 5 guineas. Hand-set Caslon. CUMBERLAND.

WILLIAM RHINEHANN, LTD.

(32) That Cupid Art, by Edwin Cerio. 21/-. Monotype Italian Old Style. RHINEHANN.

HAZELL, WATSON & VINEY

(40) Earth, by Frank Tressaugh. 21/-. Monotype Postmaster. KNOWE.

THE HIGH HOUSE PRESS

(printers and publishers)

(34) Nixora. The thirteenth Idyll of Theocritus rendered into English verse by S. Matthewsen. 5/-. Monotype Caslon. hand-set.

LANTON MONOTYPE CORPORATION, LTD.

(printers and publishers)


R. MACLEHOSE & CO. LTD.

(20) A Mad World My Masters, edited by Isaiah Keanish Wright. 50/- Monotype Baskerville. CASSAT PRESS.
(44) The Latin Portrait, by C. Rostraver Hamilton. 18/-. Monotype Bodoni. NUNNECH PRESS.
(48) Casimbre. A De Lamarrine. 15/- Monotype Caslon. NONNECH PRESS.
(50) Nato, Apology of Socrates, edited by E. H. Blakeney. 35/- Monotype New Hellenic Greek and Poliphilus. SCHOLARIS PRESS.

THE NONNECH PRESS

(printers and publishers)

(43) A Plurality of Worlds, by Bernard de Fontenelle. 35/-. Hand-set Janson.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

(10) The Palace of Pleasure, by William Painter. 8 guineas. Monotype Poliphilus. CRESSET PRESS.

EXTRA 39 EDINBURGH

asking? Why, boy, you should be ashamed to ask a silly question! I believe our ancestors were far better off than we are. They must have been more pleased, because the mere sight of a man, that had just come in, was so much as a special delight, or an unusual sensation, a pleasure of an entirely different kind. But then, thinking it unnecessary, whether or not they should that hundred or more which have now the same good fortune. But I will believe that this is the case, allowing, as I do now, a slumber deep enough to make the man forget, and mind him to themselves. The knowledge of God and the common service of Nature will take place just as in a world after a very long interval and it shall be restored by the union of all which make up happiness in the world. But this union will be easier, if I am either able or willing to believe: 'In me, the world would be a more good sense than you can profit. Revelation has qualities of excitement, passion, and beauty which are infinitely related to our sense, if I understood better I should perhaps express the quality of knowledge. A Breviary, but I am not afraid to say that it is wrong, and by what appears to me reasonable, I judge, and I keep my secrets to myself: I should think it a crime to destroy the bond of other times when I am asked to change by an honest death. But I am capable of having my mind to be here what it is not understood, or of compelling my heart to

FROM THE PRIVATE PAPERS OF JAIME REYNOLDS (806, P. 9)

(35) Marius the Epicurean, by Walter Pater. 12 guineas. Monotype Garonum. MACULLA.
(41) Patrick, by William Beckford. 17/- Monotype Plantin. NONNECH PRESS.

ALEXANDER SHAND

(32) Pride & Prejudice, by Jane Austen. 12/- Monotype Fournier, DAVIES.

THE WESTMINSTER PRESS

(15) Sidney's Last Letters to Harrington, edited by Leslie Histon, 7/- Monotype Caslon Old Face. FABER & FABER.
(17) Draper, by Lecoy Macleod. 6/- Monotype Caslon. KNOWE.

THE WHITEFRIARS PRESS, LTD.

(25) Sonnt, by John Presland. 12/- Monotype Baskerville. NOEL DUNGAL.

WHITTINGHAM & GRIEGS, LTD.


WHITTINGHAM & MACDOUGAL.

WYMAN & SONS, LTD.

(17) The Art of Good Living, by Andre L. Simon. 25/- Monotype Baskerville. CONWAY.

TO
THE FIFTY BEST BOOKS OF 1930

CROSS-INDEX OF PUBLISHERS

G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., London.
Ernest Benn, Ltd., London (2 books).
The Blackwood Press, Merton, Surrey.
Jonathan Cape, Ltd., London (2 books).
Chatto & Windus, London (2 books).
Douglas Cleverdon, Bristol.
Coriden Sanderson, Ltd., London.
PETER DAVIES, Ltd., London (2 books).
The De La Motte Press, London.
Faber & Faber, Ltd., London.
Wm. Heinemann, Ltd., London and Tadworth, Surrey (2 books).
The High House Press, Shastonbury, Dorset.
Gerald Howes, Ltd., London.
Lanston Monotype Corporation, Ltd., London.
John Murray, London.
The Scholar's Press, London.

Where not otherwise indicated, the above publishers are represented by one book each.

Concurrently with the Fifty Best Books of the year the First Edition Club is showing the parallel exhibition of American Books selected by the American Institute of Graphic Arts. A duplicate set of each fifty books has been exchanged by the two institutions, so that readers may be able to compare the book production of the two countries. The first thing that one notices about the American exhibition is a fact which is apparent to all students of book production in the States, i.e., that "fine" printing is still to a large extent thought of as something apart from "ordinary" work. The American connoisseur, if he wants fine printing, takes it for granted that he must pay extra for it. This is proved by a comparison of the price groups in the American section. Six of the books were privately printed and not for sale; twenty-three were priced at over 40/-. There were only thirteen in all priced at less than a guinea (£5), and only four cost the equivalent of 7/6 or under. Of course one must take the price of $2.50 as the American equivalent of the 7/6 book; but even allowing for the higher price level of American books, the frankly expensive volumes outweigh the moderately priced ones to an interesting extent. Another point to be noted is the comparatively large number of "bijou" books in the American list, thin volumes of less than a hundred pages, which justify their high price by some special attraction of decoration, illustration or binding.

Of special interest is the magnificent set of volumes designed by Mr. Bruce Rogers of the Private Papers of James Boswell, printed by Wm. Edwin Rudge. The text is composed in English "Monotype" Baskerville, a type which is steadily gaining popularity in America.

Meanwhile the Fifty Best Printed German Books have also appeared, though they are unhappily not available as a collection in this country. A very charming catalogue has been printed in "Monotype" Fournier by Poeschel & Trepner of Leipzig, and from this we find that while hand-set books still lead in numbers, "Monotype" setting runs them very close in popularity, and that only five books were set by all the other methods of machine composition. Hand labour is still relatively cheap in Germany, but every year sees more German books set in beautiful "Monotype" faces.

The Fifty Best Books have already done much good in the printing and publishing world; wherever they are exhibited, they start people thinking about printing. And it is upon the intelligent reader, in the last analysis, that book printers must depend for an audience which will justify their finest and most craftsmanly efforts.
The "Serrated" Mould Eliminates Rising Spaces

[Reprinted, by permission, from THE BRITISH PRINTER, because of its importance to printers]

By J. A. Scott

Sir Walter Scott, in one of his works, writes of "inconsistent perfections," and that "nothing perfect exists." He spent much of his time with printers, and it is quite probable that he acquired these two phrases whilst studying his productions being printed. Undoubtedly, one of the "inconsistent perfections" was the rising space, which has troubled printers ever since the invention of printing. It is not new, neither is it confined to "Monotype" type alone. It is only because most books are done on that machine that it receives most of the blame. In a recent article in The British Printer a writer gives this "dope" to prevent the rising of quads and spaces:

"Make up a solution consisting of \( \frac{3}{2} \) lbs. of pearl ash and 1 pint of boiling water. Before leaving at night, unlock the forme and with a brush apply the solution hot and in such a way that it gets down between the types. Lock up the forme again and remove all excess solution from the face of the type with a damp cloth. In the morning, when all is dry, the forme will be ready to run."

This appears to be fairly good, but jobs cannot always be timed to permit this or any other formula to be used. Every machine-minder has his own story of "How I stopped the rising quads."

Printers who possess "Monotypes" have the cure in their own hands. They can produce serrated types and spaces, and stop for ever the "doping" of type in the hope that they will cure the rising space trouble.

A serrated type is one which has a minute projection on the back; this projection fits into the nick and makes it impossible for the spaces to rise.

There should not be the slightest hesitation in using serrated types in machine composed jobs, for there is no inconvenience when making corrections. Naturally one asks such questions as: "What happens in ledged matter?"

"In turning types such as borders, braces, etc.?" "What about the compositor inserting spaces upside-down, or round the wrong way (with nick to rear)?"

The answer to all this is:

Should the types be turned so that the projection is not in front of the nick, the projection is so small (it is actually .008") that when the types are locked up, by the usual method, the projections are crushed.
THE "SERRATED" MOULD ELIMINATES RISING SPACES

This is proved by the following tests, of which each explains itself:

COLUMN LENGTHS

Two brevier moulds have been selected and measured to ensure that the body sizes are equally alike.

One mould is serrated and the other is an ordinary mould.

The rules which are taking the place of leads will show if there is any difference between the lengths of these two columns or if there is any irregularity in the alignment.

These two columns have been cast on the machine and the rules inserted by hand. This column is cast from the serrated mould which is in every way—

HORDERS AND BRACES

This design, made up from the following types which have been turned in all directions, proves that projection on each type is not detrimental to this class of work.

TURNED SPACES AND LEADS

This paragraph has been cast on the machine. All the spaces and quads have been lifted out and replaced with their projections facing each other—the projections are not in front of the nick.

Theoretically, this should upset the alignment, but in practice this is not so. The projection is only "one fifth".

This serration is so minute that one short rub on the stone removes it. The projection and the nick are in the centre of the space, therefore, if a space is inserted upside down it will still be locked. It is easier to lift a page of serrated types, since the inner types cannot slip out. There are no inconveniences in making corrections on galley or in chase, and serrated types can be mixed with typefounders' type.

When the writer was soliciting expressions of opinion from compositors working with serrated types, many of them were unaware of the fact that they were using such types.

TURNED SPACES AND LEADS

This paragraph has been cast and all the spaces and quads have been lifted out and replaced with their projections facing each other. The projections are not in front of the nick. By leading this paragraph every second lead will have a projection bearing on each side of it—so that the two projections will equal "one fifth". This severe test proves that composition by hand can be set regardless of how the spaces are inserted.

Using serrated types and being indifferent to worn furniture, chases, etc., or indifferent to short quad lines, or badly justified lines, or together with problems arising on fast-running platen or printing machines must be a great asset to the printer. Moreover, what a relief to the machine-minder when he knows that the forms contains serrated types and his running time can be accurately estimated. In many cases the running time is nearly doubled by space trouble, and he knows that with serrated types the quads, spaces and leads cannot rise.

How long will it be before the advantages of this small but important perfection are realized? Nearly four years ago the writer had one of the first of the SERRATED MOULDs on commercial work, and has since added twenty-five to his experience. The first test was a continuous run for 7,130 hours, averaging 5.970 cns per hour, the speed of the machine being 140 r.p.m.

This mould is a triumph of engineering, beautifully ground and lapped to produce types to an accuracy which is almost superhuman, and with improvements such as a long base, on which slides the mould blade, blade support, equalizing lever, improved taking system, standard overall height—which means that the bridge will not require realignment when changing from one mould to another, and its fixed nick pin which has entirely eliminated that trouble known as "metal under the mould blade." Another advantage is that this pattern of nick pin prevents types from jamming in the mould.

Lastly, every type the same height. A new unwearresistant steel coating (Stellite) on the mould ansil eliminates any "height to paper" wear, so that no matter how many sizes of types are used in the job, all heights will be "standard."

Surely all this is an engineering triumph and I return to my first paragraph, where Sir Walter Scott's "Inconsistent perfection," and "nothing perfect exists," do not in any way apply to the "Monotype" "serrated" mould of to-day.

J. A. S.
Our Guests from America

Two great Companies, separate in ownership but sharing the same basic patents, are responsible for maintaining the world-wide prestige of the word “Monotype.” Though the Lanston Monotype Corporation is as British in its control as in its manufacture, it maintains the most cordial relations with the Lanston Monotype Machine Company, of America; and as art knows no frontiers, each Company has been able to contribute some of its finest designs to the other’s gallery. The book printers of the States are now making brilliant use of our most famous faces. And typographers in this hemisphere, believing Mr. F. W. Goudy to be the foremost originator of type designs in America, welcomed the appearance on English “Monotype” machines of the Goudy faces. Mr. Goudy is Art Director of the American Monotype Company, and Mr. Sol Hess, himself a well-known type designer, is Assistant Art Director. When, therefore, these two distinguished men came on a holiday visit to England this summer, and were entertained as guests of honour at a dinner given on July 17th by the Lanston Monotype Corporation, the occasion served not only as a tribute but as a token of the mutual ideals which unite the two Companies. The dinner, which was held at the Carlton Hotel, was presided over by Mr. W. I. Burch, Managing Director of our own Corporation, and the other guests included Mr. Walter Lewis, Printer to the University of Cambridge, Mr. William Maxwell, Past President of the F.M.P.A., Mr. H. Whetton, Editor of The British Printer, Mr. Stanley Morison, historian and designer of printing, Mr. Ralph Caslon, Mr. Percy Gossop, Mr. Alfred Langley, Mr. H. G. Clarke, Mr. George Revere, Mr. W. Tucker, Mr. Alexander Shand, Mr. J. Shand, and other names well-known in British printing and publishing circles, who, with executives of our own Company, listened with interest to Mr. Goudy’s gracefully informal acknowledgement of his cordial welcome,

Deploring the excesses of some late European tendencies in display, Mr. Goudy ranged himself on the side of the classics in typography; and that he could do so with justification is witnessed by the unflagging popularity of his designs, and the enthusiasm with which Goudy Modern (which is far from meaning “Goudy Modernist”) has been received by book as well as publicity designers. Mr. Goudy’s career has been that of a man possessed, in the face of many difficulties, by an all-conquering enthusiasm for beautiful letter-forms, and both he and Mr. Hess have won many friends on this side by reason of that enthusiasm coupled with true ability—as firm a bond of friendship between craftsmen as of cordiality between industrial firms.
Mr. Punch and the “Monotype”

In the year 1849 an artist named Richard Doyle (uncle of the late Sir Conan Doyle) drew what was destined to be the most famous and the most affectionately regarded picture in the history of British draughtsmanship. That picture is still being printed; and for one member of the public who could tell you the name of its designer there are ten thousand whose eyes light with recognition and welcome at its weekly reappearance; to whom it is a messenger of merriment and relaxation. For Doyle drew the picture that still appears on the front cover of Punch.

To-day that roguish marionette and his dog Toby travel into lands which were desert and jungle when Punch began its brilliant history eighty-nine years ago; for the British Empire came to its full growth later than the periodical which binds the Empire in ties of laughter. Mr. Punch had his say, as a well-established paper, about the American Civil War, and to-day the Lost Colony salutes him as an unofficial ambassador. During the Great War it was he whose bundle of laughter most effectively countered the “Song of Hate Against England” circulated on the other side of No Man’s Land. From Piccadilly to Tasmania you will find him grinning blandly from Punch’s cover.

Doyle’s was not the first pictorial cover drawn for Punch. At first, strange as it may sound to-day, each volume carried a new design; and it is fortunate that in standardizing the last and best of these the proprietors of Punch left us a legacy of the “romantic period” in the graphic arts, reminiscent in whimsy of the decorations by “Phiz” and Tenniel to the early Dickens’ novels. The reason why none of Punch’s later artists (including the most famous names in the subsequent history of British comic art) ever laid hands on the classic cover, is also the reason behind many other factors of the magazine’s success; namely, that humour is conservative.

It is said that the worst handicap for a reformer is a sense of humour; that the soft, and mirthful, answer, turns aside righteous wrath, and is the best defence of the status quo. Certainly Punch, whose earliest contributors forged many of their satires in the white heat of protest against social injustice, Punch who flung Hood’s Song of the Shirt in the face of the complacently wealthy, very soon abandoned (as times grew better) the asperities of the reformer and assumed the quizzical smile of humour, a very different thing from satire. But there are over-many professional rescuers of civilization to-day, and there is little enough quiet fun. We need not search for novelty nowadays, it is thrust upon us. We grow used to being “improved”; but the last room in the house that we can bear to have redecorated is the one where we settle down in a favourite easy chair. We do not go as far as to ask for the same old jokes, but we are loath to tolerate change in what might be called the outward form of our humour. Mr. Rolfe’s familiar eyebrows
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reassure us that his new repertory will have the
careless rapture of the last, and Mr. Punch and
his Toby remind us that the last sixpence was
well spent on what came inside that cover.

It is obvious, therefore, that a humorous jour-
gnal goes to a public that would resent any
obvious and drastic changes of typographic style.
Such changes as there must always be, as print-
ning methods improve, must be largely confined
to bettering production rather than layout. Bril-
liant press-work and good spacing, for example,
are seldom consciously "noticed" by the average
reader; he very properly takes them for granted,
though he is quick enough to complain at any
falling-off from standard. In its earliest days
Punch could not be set from brand-new types
each issue, but to-day it is so set; yet the reader
of old files merely gains the impression upon
comparison that the pages look "ridic" to-day,
not that there has been any revolution in the
typography.

Yet Punch has changed in form, to some ex-
tent. The two-column original number, in its
extremely small type, became the four-column
miracle of condensation that we remember as
enshrining the work of Charles Keene, Tenniel,
Phil May and du Maurier. A slab-scissored
"Egyptian" heading letter has disappeared, and
a larger body size, set to three-column width,
has now made reading easier for a generation
that travels in trains and waits for doctors in
dimly-lit rooms. And the clarity and sharpness
of the actual type and impression on Punch's pages
is to-day of a standard unknown to popular
journalism two generations ago; for every page
of the text of Punch is "Monotype" set.

The road to improvement lay, not in sudden
changes of layout, but in making the most, with
hard separate type and facilities for accurate
correction, of a style which had become part of
the journal's personality. Every printer knows
what has not yet been revealed to every young
"typographer," that prosaic things like press-
work, the quality of metal, ink and paper, care
and accuracy in composition, are the solid ground
on which fine design must plant its feet if it is not
to tumble ridiculously to the ground. And the
wit and humour in the columns of Punch are safe
against those interferences which put the best
joke at the mercy of inadequate printing.

We show, by special permission, a reduced
facsimile of a page of Punch as set by the "Monot-
ype," together with a smaller reproduction of
the full-page advertisement we took in the
July and number of that paper—an advertise-
ment which we thought calculated to spread
information among the general public as to the
advantages of effective printing, and the better
service offered by any printer equipped with the
"Monotype." Users of the "Monotype" will find
that many of their customers in turn were among
the 125,000 subscribers who learned of the
superiority of the all-British "Monotype"
through that displayed page.

Punch as an advertising medium deserves
special mention—for one reason because it is,
itself, perhaps the most courageous advertiser
HEREDITY.

[friendly relations between crook and detective are a common feature of tales of crime.]

Detective-Sergeant Sir Montagu Moist, Bt., sat in the finely-decorated
Earl Tudor drawing-room of his Park Lane house, talking to his wife.

The front-door bell rang and Lady Moist went to open the hall-door.

The Moists kept no servants. Servants, they had found, cannot be trusted with secrets. There had been a servant once, a dark-eyed Spaniard, who disappeared. The New York police had found him two weeks later on Forty-Second Avenue—dead.

A man stood at the door. He was in evening dress. One half of his face was lit by a street lamp, the other half by another street lamp, but not so plainly:

"My name is Boog and I want to see your husband," he said.

"Come upstairs," she answered, a note of fear in her voice.

"Is that you, Boog?" said Sergeant Moist, when Boog entered the drawing-room followed by Lady Moist.

"It's me!" replied Boog.

He noticed that the detective held in his hand a small revolver, heavily studded with jewels. You can't pull that on me, Moist," he said smoothly. "Those aren't real jewels.

"I know," said Moist gently. "I thought it safer to have them changed. I suppose you know," he added, "that you're wanted at the Yard for the murder of Robert Tassell, the financial magnate?"

"Not my job," said Boog.

"On your honour?"

"Good," said Moist, putting down the gun. Turning to his wife he added, "Boog is the straightest crook I know. I'm prepared to take his word for anything."

"You bet!" agreed Boog. His voice was that of a well-educated man. He had, in fact, been educated at Eton and Cambridge as well as Harrow, Oxford and Borostal. Every line of his face was cultured. Only his narrow shifting eyes, so close together that they nearly touched, bespoke his profession.

Detective-Sergeant Sir Montagu Moist, who was as famous in all the European capitals for his social clair as for his oom in criminal investigation, was quick to put his guest still more at his ease.

"Can you lend me half-a-crown?" he asked lightly.

Boog tossed a coin of that denomination across the room. Moist bit it and put it in his pocket.

"We've had some duel, you and I," he went on.

"We sure have!" replied Boog, in that soft well-bred accent that only Sandhurst and the Inner Temple (omitted in the previous list of places where he had received his education) could have given him.

"Remember that little show in Warsaw?" Moist continued, his eyes lighting with the memory. "It was you who pulled the sneak-flap on General Nutaph, eh?"

"Do you think," asked Boog, with a slight gesture of cultured contempt, "there's another guy east of Chicago who could have got ten-cents'-worth of lead into Zampstein and given the come-again-boys to all the cops in Europe?"

"I thought so; I always said so!"
ABOVE: Mr. Childs, "Monotype" keyboard operator at Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew & Co., Ltd., composing *Punch*

** * * *

LEFT: The text columns of *Punch* emerge from the caster under the eye of Mr. Jennings, caster attendant

** * * *

Photographs by kind permission of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew & Co., Ltd. (Proprietors of Punch)
MR. PUNCH AND THE "MONOTYPE"

among modern journals, and the shrewdest. The deft capitalization of the paper's prestige, the constant stream of facts and figures as to results that emanates from the office of Miss Marion Jean Lyon, the advertising manager, has made Punch stand in Empire trading where the Saturday Evening Post stands in the States—as the classic medium, a paper anxiously to be scanned in every advertising agency in the world. Students of typography will do well to bind the advertising pages into their volumes of Punch, for even since the war they have shown vast changes in display styles: the successive waves of outline letters, Neuland of posterish memory, and the sans-serifs are all faithfully mirrored, and one notes how "Monotype" Plantin gradually gains ground through the success of certain world-famous campaigns, until it arrives at its present enviable popularity.

The introduction of the mechanical screen did not tempt Punch on to coated paper, so that only the pencil drawings of George Belcher, and an occasional illustration to an advertisement, stray from the tradition of line work. And in this connection it may be said that a fascinating account could be written of the effect upon line draughtsmanship of the invention of the zinco, with its new fidelity to the original pen-stroke. Artists like Tenniel and du Maurier had to work with the consciousness that every stroke they made would be followed—or modified if it was too difficult—by the wood-engraver's tool. In the recent exhibition of original sketches by famous Punch draughtsmen of the past, which was held at Mr. Punch's magnificent new offices at Bouverie Street, this discipline of line is evident in the shading, the absence of those casual scrawls that the engraver would have to interpret. But when so many other illustrated papers were using the new photomechanical freedom to riot in washy halftones and skip-dash sketches, the Punch artists kept so admirably to the discipline of the wood-cut style that the first line blocks are hard to identify at a glance, and even to-day the tradition persists of clean-cut, workmanly draughtsmanship, free from the wild grotesquerie of comic illustration on the Continent. Mr. Punch and most of his British contemporaries depend more on the subtle humour of seeing naturalistic people doing or saying funny things, than on the portraying of goggle-eyed dwarfs to point the jest.

Punch foretold, from twenty to forty years ahead, many of the innovations of our day, from wireless and underground railways to pillon-riding and public bathing in the Serpentine. But even its crystal-gazing, in the days when it numbered Thackeray among the contributors, could not foresee the day when its text would be set on machines shown on the opposite page; machines that would outstrip six-hurrying compositors and as many more wielders of the type-moulds, and, without the aid of hands, set pages of perfect type. Mr. Punch, the "Monotype" (which, like yourself, is altogether British) salutes you, clicks to attention under your compositors' fingers, and undertakes that your famous pages shall be as bright as the thoughts they set forth!
Technical Queries and Answers

Query.—How are the display words and lines included in "Monotype" composition, and why do some display types spread over two lines and some over three lines of text?

Answer.—The pamphlet recently distributed to all "Monotype" Users upon "Unit Adding and Letter Spacing" explains much of this class of work. Matrices of larger face design are included in the matrix-case, and these are cast with the heads of the types overhanging the type body. The overhang rests upon high quads in the adjacent lines, the quads being composed at the keyboard to allow for this. Usually in case of 2-line letters the large characters are composed in the second line and the supporting high quads are composed in the first line. The reason why some large types spread over three lines is because matrices are usually punched in the centre (pointwise) of the matrix, and in 6-point composition a 12-point matrix would overhang three points upon the first and third lines. In other cases the large types (usually figures) are punched either further up or down (pointwise) upon the matrix in relation to the cone hole; in these cases a 12-point character would overhang the body in one direction only, and thus cover only two lines of text.

Query.—What is the cause on the casting machine of the pump acting at the end of a line when the justification wedges are being positioned for the next line? Two unnecessary characters are cast at the end of each line.

Answer.—This implies that the pump trip tube collar (a6aD1) has slipped along the tube, on account of the set screw not having been tightened sufficiently. If this had moved in the opposite direction no type at all would be cast, as the pump would be held permanently disconnected.

Query.—Is it advisable to use two qualities of metal on the "Monotype"—one for type and one for strip material?

Answer.—For leads, quotations, clumps and similar spacing material a softer metal than that used for type is quite satisfactory. On the other hand there is considerable difficulty in keeping the two qualities separate, as much strip material is certain to be melted down with the used type. It is, therefore, in practice more satisfactory to cast everything in one standard quality of metal. If type is to be subjected to long runs, and the forms are to be kept standing for long periods, a specially hard metal might be used.

Query.—Could not keybars be made with adjustable lugs, so that they could be altered to suit different matrix-case layouts?

Answer.—This idea is an old one. Any such scheme is not a practicable proposition, as the time that would be wasted in preparing such keybars for every job with a different layout would soon cover the cost of a new set. Further, until the type was cast there would be no adequate check to ensure that a change had been correctly made. Ideas like this are often suggested to us, showing that the operator is more enthusiastic about his brain wave than about the actual commercial practicability of his scheme.

Query.—In the "Monotype" specimen books there is a note against each fount giving the line, such as Series 39-8-7½ set, Line .125. What does this imply?

Answer.—It implies that the serif line in this fount is .125" from the rear face (pointwise) of the matrix body. In the display founts above 12 point the "line" given is the measurement from the rear of the type to the serif line. Thus, for Series 59-18, the line is given as .1948.
TECHNICAL QUERIES AND ANSWERS

Query.—On a keyboard which has recently been apportioned to me one or two of the punches do not recede quickly, and I notice they do not work freely in their guide. How can I improve their action?

Answer.—Paper dust has accumulated in the paper tower punch guide. The rear half of this should be removed and the grooves cleaned. The punches will then descend quite freely.

Query.—My pump makes a loud knocking noise. How can I cure it?

Answer.—This is probably due to incorrect adjustment of the pump body spring rod stop nut (31H13), through not having been taken close up to the casting when the machine was at 220 degrees.

Query.—What used to be the average output of a hand compositor?

Answer.—Do you mean corrected or uncorrected composition, and does “average output” include distribution? Also upon what kind of copy? Upon straightforward composition on piece work, the average corrected output was about 1,500 cps per hour. This did not include distribution time allowance. At firms where the “piece-stab” rate was in existence a compositor was supposed to distribute, compose and correct 1,000 cps per hour throughout the week in order to justify the receipt of his wages. This was often so difficult to accomplish that the Trade Unions fought against the system and finally it was abolished. Distribution time would average about one-third of the composition time.

The Passing of a Friend of Printing

The sorrow felt throughout the printing industry for the death of Albert Etherington Goodwin arose not simply for the loss of an invaluable official, one who in his incessant travels and tireless labours welded together the scattered Alliance and fired constructive enthusiasm wherever he went; it is also a sense of personal loss at the passing of a man with a thousand friends.

Representatives of printing organizations throughout the world have sent tribute to the memory of the late Secretary and Director of the Federation of Master Printers, and members of the Monotype Users Association will keenly feel the loss of their Secretary. Readers of The Monotype Recorder will recall the inspiring message with which Mr. Goodwin, ever eager for the future of apprentices, led off our Training Schools Number in 1927; and a brilliant article, one of the last from his pen, was published with his portrait in our Printing Industries Number. No one who has attended an important printing function can forget the kind and depressed smile with which Mr. Goodwin, even in the last year when illness and overwork had taxed his courage, would beam across a room, remembering every man by name. The Lanston Monotype Corporation offers its sincere condolences to the family of Mr. Goodwin and to the Federation of Master Printers. One who never forgot a friend amongst the thousands of Master Printers, employees and apprentices who became his friends, he will not be forgotten in the long memory of the printing craft.
Our Brighter Offices

To many of our readers it will not seem so long ago that the "Monotype" organization moved from Drury Lane to the two buildings in Fetter Lane, which were destined to make that famous "printing street" even more famous in the annals of typography. Yet that was in 1904, when even the vision of those who first realized the importance of automatic separate type-casting could not have realized what the "Monotype" would mean to modern printing. Since that day, as everyone knows, "Monotype" progress has been swift and unchecked; and as a consequence the two buildings which had seemed so commodious at first began to seem unequal to the growing demand of new business. Yet the uniquely convenient situation in the heart of London's vast printing industry made a move unwise. What was needed, and what was only postponed through great pressure of business, was the scientific planning of every available foot of office space, and incidentally more attractive facilities for welcoming and interviewing both our customers and the typographers, designers and artists from all over the world who, sooner or later, will have cause to visit the "Monotype" office.

On Good Friday of 1929, a destructive fire ravaged the basement and ground floor of 43 Fetter Lane, and the subsequent re-building gave immediate opportunity for thorough going improvements which have resulted in the conversion into useful office space of two whole floors which were formerly used for machine testing and demonstration. Now that the re-building, which has not interrupted office routine, is completed, we trust that all our friends will do us the honour of paying a visit of inspection to see how much more efficiently and attractively the Monotype Corporation is housed.

Instead of mounting a flight of stairs, you now enter from the street and through a pair of swinging doors into the general offices, a sketch of which is shown as the frontispiece facing page 5. Behind a bronze grille, through which your enquiries are made, you catch a glimpse of clean-looking steel partitions and generous vistas of the frosted glass which floods all the rooms with daylight. Down the hall is the bookkeeping department. A smart, brass-buttoned page takes you up in the new lift, either to the general reception room or to the particular office where you have your appointment. If the former, you find yourself in a pleasant room, with a broad table on which is a large selection of the most attractive "Monotype"-set periodicals and newspapers; next door is the beautiful oak-panelled Board Room. The Managing Director's room and the Sales Manager's room (illustrated) are also on this floor.

On the floor above are the quiet and well-lit offices of the Printers' Machinery, Technical, Colonial and Continental and Patent Departments, together with the Sales Office for representatives. You will admire the clean, well-ventilated Romeo partitioning with the special frosted glass which is also used in the new offices of the Underground Railway. The third floor, made available by the new lift, contains the spacious room of the Publicity Department, where printers are welcome to consult our extensive files of modern printing and publicity; and next to it another commodious room, occupied by our Typographical Adviser. Here the finest new type-faces have their inception. Down the hall, past the prism-glass partitions that screen the large secretarial and filing rooms, you can step out on to an iron balcony which commands one of the most interesting views of the old City of London.

Since the completion of the re-designed offices, we have had the pleasure of personally conducting many printers and experts on office efficiency through our new rooms, and we have received many compliments upon the success with which the highest possible efficiency of layout and routine have been combined with the spirit of informal and personal hospitality which always has prevailed at 43 Fetter Lane. The new conditions will expedite our service to customers; and just as a visit to our Works is the best possible advertisement for the "Monotype," so a visit to our new offices will now demonstrate not only how swiftly, but with what personal care, business is transacted there.
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